A new six-bladed fan (20412753) has been introduced for engine types TAD520GE and TAD720GE from engine serial number 5310176280 onwards. (The earlier seven-bladed fan (20405968) is no longer available as a spare part).

A number of engines have been delivered with a fan pulley with an outer diameter of 125 mm (belt length 1165 mm), but only belts suitable for pulleys with an outer diameter of 142 mm are available as spare parts.

When changing coolant pump drive belts the pulley must also be changed, if the pulley has an outer diameter of 125 mm. The correct outer diameter of the pulley is 142 mm.

Engines concerned are between the serial numbers 5310176280 - 5310248443

The part number for the new pulley, dia. 142 mm, is 20405705

The part number for the associated longer drive belt is 20592177